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Abstract 
Crvenkovit, S. and R.Sz. MadarBsz, On Kleene algebras, Theoretical Computer Science 108 (1993) 
17-24. 
In this paper we prove that the class of inversion-free Kleene algebras is not finitely based. The main 
idea is to use a result of Redko and Salomaa for regular languages. We also prove unsolvability of 
the word problem for Kleene algebras and some other varieties of algebras. 
1. Introduction 
There are several kinds of algebras of binary relations which are defined depending 
on the choice of fundamental operations. This paper deals with Kleene relation 
algebras. In [6] J6nsson posed the following problem: Is the equational theory of 
Kleene algebras (inversion-free Kleene algebras) jnitely based? In this paper we give 
a negative answer for the case of inversion-free Kleene algebras. We present here the 
proof of this fact by passing from the algebras of binary relations to the algebra of 
regular languages. The main idea is to use a result of Redko and Salomaa for regular 
languages. Note that the key step in the proof is a result of Kozen for the algebras of 
regular languages. In Section 3 we prove that the word problem for Kleene algebras 
(and some other varieties of algebras) is unsolvable. 
2. On Kleene algebras 
In the literature there are many algebras which are called Kleene algebras. For 
example, in Cl], there are five kinds of algebras which are called “some” Kleene 
algebras. The relationship between different kinds of Kleene algebras deserves a separ- 
ate attention. In this paper we are going to consider Kleene algebras of binary 
relations. 
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Let U be a set. On the set .Y(U*) of all binary relations on Cl we single out 
operations u, 0 ,- ‘, d,, r’c, defined in the following way: 
puo= {(X, I’): (X, 2’)EP v (X, y)caJ (set-theoretic union), 
pi 0= {(x, y): (3zEU)(s, z)EpA (z,y)EaS (composition), 
P 
-1 = {(Jl, .u): (x, 4’)EP) (inversion), 
d,={(x, x): .XEcJ/) (diagonal), 
P rtc= ujp”: M{O, 1, 2, . ;; (reflexive-transitive closure), 
where by definition p” = Al,. 
Definition 2.1. Let Cl be a set. Kleene relation algebra (with the base U) is the algebra 
~~(CI)=(.~(U2),u,~,~,dL’,-l,r’c), 
where the operations u, ~7, l,r’c are set-theoretic union, composition, inversion, reflex- 
ive-transitive closure, 8 the empty set, dU diagonal of U, respectively. 
Definition 2.2. A Kleene algebra is an algebra &=(B, +, O,;, e, ” ,*) of type 
(2,0,2,0,1, 1) that belongs to the variety generated by all Kleene relation algebras 
n‘(U). 
By omitting the operation”, we obtain “-pee (or inversion-flee) Kleene algebras. 
Obviously, every subalgebra of Kleene relation algebra is a Kleene algebra. An 
algebra which is isomorphic to a subalgebra of a Kleene relation algebra, is said to 
be a stanllard Kleene ulgehra. Standard inversionjiee Kleene algebras are defined 
similarly. 
Problem (Jbnsson [6]). Is the cariety of all Kleene dgehras (of all inversionyfree) 
Kleene algehrus jinitely based? 
To be able to give the negative answer for inversion-free Kleene algebras, we need 
some facts. First of all, the relationship of this algebras and algebras of languages. 
Let Z be a set. Denote by C* the set of all strings (words) on C. We denote by i the 
empty string. By a language on the alphabet C we understand any subset of C*. 
Therefore, Y(Z*) is the set of all languages on C. 
On the set of all languages on C the following operations are defined: union u, 
concatenation ., and iteration *: 
if A,B are two languages on C, then 
AuB= (w: WEA V WEB) (union), 
A.B=~~,M’~:\c,EA/\~.L’~EB} (concatenation), 
A*=n{ScZ*: (3.)uAcSAS..S=S} (iteration). 
On Kleene algebras 
Definition 2.3. Let 1 be a set. 
(1) The algebra 
where v, ., * are operation of union, concatenation and iteration, respectively, 0 the 
empty set, i the empty string, is called the ulgebra of languages on C. 
(2) The subalgebra A’;~t,q~ of the algebra of languages on C generated by one-element 
languages, i.e. 
.%ryz=({{u}: UC/q) 
is called the algebra qf regular languages (regulur events) on Z. The carrier of 3)s~~ we 
denote by Reg,. 
It is more usual to define the set Reg, of all regular languages on Z inductively in the 
following way: 
(i) 8 and {i_} are regular languages; 
(ii) Every set {a}, (aE.Z), is a regular language; 
(iii) If A and I? are regular languages, then the sets Au& A. B, A* are regular 
languages. 
Lemma 2.4 (see Jbnsson [6]). For anq' set C, the algebra of languages Yz is a standard 
inversion-flee Kleene algebra. 
Proof. By definition, YI = (Y(Z*), u, 8,. , {i.), *). Define a mapping f: P(Z*)+ 
P(C* x C*) in the following way: 
,f (X)= {(u, U’ v): UEC* A UEX}. 
The proof can be completed by showing that f is an embedding of -4pr into the 
inversion-free Kleene relation algebra X ‘(C*) = (P(C* x I*), u, @,o, LI~,“~). 0 
Further on, we need a result about the connection between the algebra of regular 
languages and Kleene algebras, by which the algebra of regular languages on C is 
a free, inversion-free Kleene algebra on the set 2I as a set of free generators. This result 
can be found in [7], where it is attributed to Kozen (1979). The proof of this result in 
[7] is in different context (it is proved that “every free algebra in the variety generated 
by the representable dynamic algebras is separable and representable”). To avoid 
unnecessary definitions of dynamic, representable dynamic and separable dynamic 
algebras on one hand, and to give the main idea on the other, we present here a proof 
of the result mentioned above. 
Note that in general we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.5. Let V be a variety generated by algebrasfrom a class K, i.e. V= HSP(K). If 
an algebra / is the free algebra on X for the class K, then / is free on X for V. 
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Proof. See, for example, [S]. 0 
Theorem 2.6 (Kozen). gcgx is a free, inversion-free Kleene algebra on X. 
Proof. According to Lemma 2.5, to prove the theorem it is sufficient to show that 
every mappingf: X-+9( Y2) can be extended to a homomorphismf: %‘PP~+~‘( Y), 
where x’(Y)=(y(Y’), u, 0, J, dy, It’). Note that strictly speaking X, in fact, is not 
a subset of Reg,. However, an equivalent set, G = {{a}: aEX} is a subset of Reg, and 
generates the algebra .Wtgx. Therefore, by the rigid definition of a free algebra, one 
needs to show that every mappingf: G+#‘( Y2) can be extended to a homomorphism 
,F 5?~,,+~6( Y). It is clear that the monoid g* =(G*, ., A) is a free monoid on G and 
that it is a submonoid of the monoid-reduct of the algebra 26~~. More precisely, %* is 
embeddable in the monoid-reduct of :‘Rrgx by the mapping j: G*-+Regx, 
j(fis)=j((s,} {.x2} . {.xn})= (.x1.x2 ..._ w,}. 
Therefore, stgx contains the free monoid (((w}: WEX*};, {j.})=(G). Since (y(Y2), 
3, dy) is a monoid, every mappingf: G+P(Y’) can be extended to a homomorphism 
g:(((w}: WEX*};, {j.})+(.P(Y2), 0) dy). 
Define now S: Reg,+g( Y2) in the following way: if LEReg, then 
g(L)= U{g(@}): M’EL}. 
It remains (by checking) to convince ourselves in the following: 
(1) S extends g and, so, extends the mappingf: G-+y(Y2); 
(2) g: .#‘~g~-+&“‘( Y) is a homomorphism. 0 
3. On regular languages 
In the literature there are several approaches to the problem of axiomatization of 
regular languages. In general, we say that [A, R] is an axiomatization for some theory 
y if A is a recursive set of formulas (so called axioms), R is a recursive set of 
transformation rules, so that all formulas from y (and only them) can be obtained 
from A in finite number of steps by applying transformation rules from R. For the case 
of regular languages usually one takes for r the set of all valid equalities between 
regular expressions. Note that in this case the problem of axiomatization has in some 
sense a trivial solution. Namely, there is an algorithm which decides whether two 
regular expressions are equal (see for example [S]); so, for A we can take the set of all 
valid equalities between regular expressions, and for R the empty set. However, this 
axiomatization is not good enough, the set A is too big and it needs better description. 
Depending on the choice of A and R, several “better” axiomatization are given in 
the literature (see for example [S, 1, 3,4,9]). Most of these axiomatizations do not say 
much about the equational theory of the class of algebras of regular languages. First of 
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all, this is because transformation rules R are not the transformation rules of equa- 
tional logic. Secondly, if in R we have transformation rules of equational logic which 
concern equalities (i.e. identities without variables), even then the fact about cardinal- 
ity of the set of axioms A (which are equalities) does not say anything for the base of 
identities. Namely, there are algebras having finite base of identities and not having 
finite base of equalities and, conversely, there are algebras having finite base of 
equalities and not having finite base of identities. In this paper we use considerations 
of Salomaa, who elaborated an idea of Redko (who worked with equalities). 
In the sequel we denote by C, an n-element alphabet, i.e. .Z,,= (a,, u2, . . ., a,}. 
Denote by Y,, the set of all identities in the language {u, 8,. , {A},*}, which hold in the 
algebra 99&gr, and let Y = n {Yn: n = 1, 2, . . .}. In [S] the rule of replacement and the 
rule of substitution are taken to be the transformation rules. A subset r of 9’ is said to 
be a base for .Y if any identity from .Y can be derived from F by finite applications of 
transformation rules. 
Theorem 3.1 (Salomaa [S], Redko). Y does not have ajinite base. 
Proof. See [S]. 0 
Corollary 3.2. Let Z be a countable set. Then the algebra 99qz is notjnitely based. 
Proof. First of all note that in [8] all the rules of equational logic are not taken as 
transformation rules. However, the rule of transitivity can be derived from the rule of 
replacement and the rule of symmetry. The last one and the rule of reflexivity are also 
implicitly used in the proof in [S]. In other words, the proof in [S] can be changed so 
that the rules of equational logic are used. (Note that, according to [l], the proofs of 
Salomaa and Redko are not complete and the first complete proof was given by 
Pilling.) 
Further on, by definition, Y’= Eq({J?tfl,: n= 1, 2, . ..}). It has to be proved that 
Y = Eq(Zbg,), where Z is a countable set. We can take that C = u {Z,: n = 1,2, . .>. If 
t~Eq(&!c*g~) then eEEq(&?tyZJ for all n = 1,2, . , since 5?cfZ., is a subalgebra of 98~~; 
thus, ~>EY. Conversely, let 6~9 and suppose that c does not hold on 9~9~. Since in 
e there are only finitely many variables, a natural number n can be found so that 
P does not hold on 9’&pZ,, which is in contradiction with the assumption 8~9. 0 
Theorem 3.3. The class of inversion-free Kleene algebras is not jinitely based. 
Proof. It is well known that, for every variety I’, the equational theory of variety 
coincides with the equational theory of its free algebra on countably many free 
generators. According to the result of Kozen, in the case of inversion-free Kleene 
algebras, this free algebra is the algebra of regular languages Begx, where X is 
a countable set. The proof follows now from Corollary 3.2 of the result of Salomaa 
and Redko. 0 
4. On the word problem 
Consider now the word problem for finitely presented algebras in the variety of 
Kleene algebras. Denote by 9 a first-order language which contains the symbol of 
identity z and has no relation symbols. If G is a set of new symbols of constants 
(.YnG=@), then by 2YG we denote the language YuG. Usually, a symbol from G and 
its interpretation are denoted by the same letter. Let .d be an algebra and G s A. Then 
by s!, we denote the algebra (.d, x),,~. If R is a set of identities in PG with no 
variables, then (G, R) is called a presentution in YG. 
Definition 4.1. Let 0 be a set of identities of 9, V= mod(O) and (G, R) a presentation 
in _YG. For an algebra .d in 9 we say that it is presented by (G, R) in Vif the following 
hold: 
(i) .d is generated by G; 
(ii) .dJ= OUR; 
(iii) For any identity e in Yvc, with no variables, we have OuRI=e provided 
.2JGI= e. 
If an algebra .d is presented by (G, R) in V, then we put .d=bV(G, R). For an 
algebra J we say that it is jnitely presented in V if there are finite sets G and R such 
that d is presented by (G, R) in V. Note that the algebra presented by (G, R) in V is 
unique up to isomorphism. 
Example 4.2. Let (G, R) be a presentation in Y,. Let 0 be a set of identities of 9 and 
V the variety defined by the set OUR. Then the free algebra 9”(g) of the variety V on 
the empty set of free generators is an algebra presented by (G, R) in V=mod(O). 
Let 0 be a set of identities of 9, V=mod(O), and .d algebra finitely presented by 
(G, R) in V. The word prob/em,for .n/=.Y,(G, R) in V asks if there is an algorithm to 
determine, for any identity e in Yc, with no variables, whether or not .d, I= e. If such 
an algorithm exists, the word problem is solcable (decidable); otherwise it is unsolcable 
(undeciduble). 
Definition 4.3. The word problemjbr V asks if, for any finitely presented algebra .d in 
V, there is an algorithm solving the word problem for ,d in V. 
An algebra .d is a reduct of an algebra .& if J can be obtained by adjoining more 
fundamental operations to .d. 
The following theorem enables us to obtain undecidability of the word problem for 
several varieties. 
Theorem 4.4. Let V he a variety with an associative binary operation * in its lanyuaye. [f 
every semiyroup can be embedded into the *-reduct of some algebra from V, then V has 
unsolcuble word problem. 
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Proof. Let SEM denote the variety of all semigroups. We know that SEM has 
unsolvable word problem. So, let .Y=Y SEM (G, R) be a finitely presented semigroup 
with unsolvable word problem. Let Y be the language of the variety V and 0 the set 
of defining identities of V, V=mod(O). Let c be the variety in the language Ypc such 
that e= mod(@uR), and ,9”(g) the free algebra of con the empty set of generators. 
Finally, let .d be the reduct of S;(8) to the language 9’. Our aim is to prove that ZZ?’ is
a finitely presented algebra in V with unsolvable word problem. 
First of all, directly from Definition 4.1, .d = ;P;(G, R). Further on, d has unsolv- 
able word problem. Suppose the opposite, i.e. suppose that we have an algorithm 
which for all identities u z c with no variables in _!PG, decides whether 
Then, we would have an algorithm also for the identities in the language (*}uG. 
But then, we would have that the word problem for 9 is solvable. Namely, we can 
prove that, for all identities u YL’ in the language {*}uG the following holds: 
Y,I=u=c if .d,I=uz~.. (1) 
Let us prove (1). 
(e): .C!!,I=uz 1’ * 9;(0)+~v=+U~: 
3 OuR)=uzv. (2) 
Suppose that P”,)#uzc, i.e. (associativity+R)l#uz L’. This means that there is 
a semigroup .iy‘ such that Xc + R but jY‘,l# u = U. 
We can embed this semigroup X into some algebra .A~‘E V. If we denote the 
appropriate elements of X in ,3 by the same symbols from G, we have ~8~ I= R and 
&I#u= 2;, but this means that .gc + OUR and AJ)F # u z U, which is in contradiction 
with (2). 
(a): .YJ=uztJ * (associativity + R)I= u z v. 
Since OI=associativity, it follows that OuRI=u~v. We have .r4=9(G, R); so, 
dGI=OuR~.dG~=u~v. 0 
Corollary 4.5. The word problem.for the cluss of all Kleene ulgebras (also for inversion- 
,fLee or t:free Kleene alyebrm) is unsolvable. 
Proof. For every Kleene algebra 3 = (B, + ,O,;, e, “, *) the reduct (B,;,e) is a monoid. 
Further on every semigroup Y is embeddable (as a transformation semigroup) into 
a Kleene relation algebra. So, we can apply the result of Theorem 4.4 for the class of all 
Kleene algebras (also for inversion-free or *-free algebras). 0 
For an algebra .&=(A, F) we say that it is an algebra of binary relations if 
A =S(S2), for some set S, and F is a set of operations on binary relations. Let gF be 
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the class of algebras of binary relations such that F contains the operation of relative 
multiplication (0). Then, the variety HSP (BF) has unsolvable word problem. For 
example, we have unsolvability of the word problem for the following: 
(a) variety generated by the class of all semigroup of binary relations (F = {o}); 
(b) variety generated by the class of all involutive semigroups of binary relations 
(F={o, -‘}); 
(c) (representable) relation algebras of Tarski (F = {u, n, -, 3, ‘, d )); 
(d) relation algebras of J6nsson (F = {n,o, -l, A 1). 0 
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